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AS THE DIGITAL WORLD continues to rapidly evolve, the 
media industry is seeing both disruption and vast potential 
for growth. This year’s Media Map examines not just 
possibilities for new digital companies, but also powerful 
new opportunities for so-called traditional media outlets. 

We’re seeing a convergence of media formats  
online as cross-device experiences become the norm.  
But people are still watching and reading, and now  
they’re also consuming media in new contexts, too, as 
connected products, online services, and novel  
interfaces paint an information layer over almost 
everything. Now, media is all around us (see Ambient 
Media, page 58). 

There are good reasons to be optimistic about the future  
as we explore the trends covered in this year’s Media  
Map. Opportunity is a recurring theme: At the end of 
every essay, you’ll find a section explaining how we 
believe the media industry stands to benefit from the  
trend we’re discussing.

To help readers navigate this year’s Media Map, we’ve 
divided it into three chapters based on the known 
consumer behaviors: Reading and Watching, and a  
third category to encompass new media contexts,  
called Living.

You may notice that there is no “mobile” trend in this 
year’s Media Map. That’s because mobility has become 
the underpinning of every trend. As media is generated 
and consumed on many devices in many contexts, it’s 
increasingly who you are, where you are, and who  
you’re with that determines what kind of content you 
consume—not necessarily what screen you’re using. 

As media crosses device boundaries, it’s also transcending 
traditional formats and opening new opportunities for both 

Optimism and Opportunity
storytellers and advertisers (see TV Breaks Free, page 
26). And the Internet is enabling these new storytellers tto 
create direct relationships with consumers for the funding, 
production, marketing, and distribution of their work (see 
The New Creative Economy, pg 32).

Journalism is also entering uncharted territory, as digital 
tools enable an enhanced connection between news 
reporting and social activism (see Opinions Are Actions, 
page 12), and journalists employ data analysis and 
visualization to tell new kinds of stories (see Numbers are 
the New Words, page 6).

Perhaps as a reaction to the surge of digital distractions 
in today’s world, consumers are looking for meaning 
and focus with high-quality content (see Information 
Vegetables, page 18), valuable real-life experiences (see 
Be Here Now, page 38) and cherishable, personalized 
objects (see Conceived Digital, Born Physical, page 52). 

And here’s some of the best news of all: Digital media 
is now being consumed by just about everyone, from 
toddlers to seniors, the very rich to the very poor, in every 
corner of the world. Economists estimate that almost  
a billion new digital consumers will have come online via 
developing countries, from 2008 to 2014. This presents 
another opportunity for media companies, as a new 
consumer audience emerges and a new crop of  
innovators enters the global marketplace (see Trickle-Up 
Innovation, pg 46). 

As always, the Media Map is Bonnier R&D’s annual 
roundup of the emerging consumer behaviors and 
innovations most likely to shape the media and  
tech industry over the next two years, from Silicon  
Valley to the Silicon Savannah.

We hope you enjoy it. 

—Bonnier R&D
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BY THE NUMBERS

A new crop of immersive reading tools aim to deliver curated 
stories in beautiful, high-tech formats designed for optimal reading 
on all devices. These new experiences slow down the frantic pace 
of online media by focusing, rather than distracting, our attention. 

Best of all, advertisers like them, too.

INFORMATION  
VEGETABLES

 Sources: RescueTime, UC San Diego study, NYTimes.com
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This Is Your Brain on the Internet
TODAY’S MEDIA USER is  drowning in information, thanks  
to a plethora of gadgets, ubiquitous online access, and the  
constant introduction of new information. According to 
a University of California–San Diego study, the average 
American now consumes around 37GB of Internet 
information daily—or just enough data to crash a MacBook 
Air in a week. Not surprisingly, some scientists have 
suggested that toggling between work e-mails, cat videos, 
and Reddit memes is damaging our ability to focus and 
filter out irrelevant information. “Technology is rewiring 
our brains,” neuroscientist Nora Volkow, director of the 
National Institute of Drug Abuse, told The New York Times. 
Volkow likens the dopamine boost we get from  
consuming information to that of food or sex—healthy in 
normal doses but potentially addictive. 

But where Volkow and others see a public health issue,  
a cadre of innovators see an opportunity to create a  
new kind of “slow media” Internet experience using the 
same technologies that have gotten us so revved up.  
“Cell phones have been called the ‘cigarettes of our 
generation,’ but the devices aren’t inherently bad… it’s  
the way we’re using them that needs to change,” says  
Clay Johnson, author of the 2011 bestseller The 
Information Diet. 

Slow It Down
In 2012, the issue of digital distraction took center stage 
at tech conferences like SXSW Interactive and GigaOm 

Roadmap, with sold-out sessions on the cognitive  
impact of digital multitasking and on the art of unplugging. 
(Pro tip: at a group dinner, stack phones in the center of 
the table; the first person to pick one up pays the bill.) In 
November, at the GigaOm RoadMap conference in San 
Francisco, Twitter founder Evan Williams spoke about his 
new site, Medium, an online community for publishing 
immersive and—you guessed it—medium-length stories. 
Williams said that he expects Medium, in contrast with the 
mass appeal of Twitter’s 140 characters, will be  
home to a smaller audience of enthusiastic readers who 
value high-quality content and will visit the site to “eat  
their information vegetables.” 

Others are betting that media users want even  
more than medium-length. In 2011, digital artist and Knight 
Fellow Jonathan Harris created Cowbird, a highly visual 
storytelling platform he envisions as an “archive of  
human experience.” Any registered user can post a story 
on Cowbird using images, words, or audio. Editors must 
approve stories, and once they’re live, they can  
be embedded in other sites (to add alternate perspectives 
to a journalistic account, for instance) or shared on  
social media. Stories with similar themes are collected 

into “sagas” chronicling collective events from numerous, 
highly personal perspectives. Cowbird gained media-
industry acclaim in 2012 for its evocative first-person 
accounts from the front lines of the Occupy (Oakland and 
Wall Street) protests, and a subsequent partnership with 
National Geographic resulted in a companion piece to the 
magazine’s August 2012 cover story called the Pine Ridge 
Community Storytelling Project, a collection of narratives 
published on Cowbird by members of a Native American 
community in South Dakota.

Traditional media brands have also begun experimenting 
in slow media. Last August, The Atlantic launched Quartz, 
a site that brings an art aesthetic to—of all topics—
international business news. In December, The New York 
Times created a special multimedia feature called “Snow 
Fall,” chronicling a tragic avalanche with breathtaking 
full-screen graphics, video, and scrolling text optimized 
for mobile viewing. Some industry analysts lauded 
“Snow Fall” as a glimpse at the future of journalism. More 
importantly, “Snow Fall” represents the first attempt at a 
new monetization strategy by the New York Times. “Snow 
Fall” will be sold as a US$2.99 e-book—the first of 10 to  
12 e-books per year to be published by the New York Times 
on the social-reading site, Byliner. (Not coincidentally, 
Byliner was cofounded by Mark Bryant, former editor of 
the New York Times’ now defunct sports magazine, Play.) 

How the Turtle Beats the Hare
Whether born in Silicon Valley or the R&D lab of a big 
publishing house, slow-media sites take a similar approach 
to content and design, prioritizing high-quality writing 
and beautiful presentation. Almost all slow-media sites 
use responsive web design (RWD), which allows them to 
automatically adjust for optimal viewing on both mobile 
and desktop screens. RWD sites typically feature content 
that spans the screen, uninterrupted by distracting links or 
banner ads. Instead of the usual headline-ridden  

Linkbait
1  Online content designed to attract 

attention and encourage viewers 
to click, with the aim of generating 
traffic, thus improving the link’s 
position in search-engine results. 

2  A derogatory term for a salacious 
headline that captures attention, 
driving users to click on an article  
of poor quality.

JARGON WATCH

Slow Media
A movement toward the production 
and consumption of high-quality media 
offerings (as opposed to fast-paced, 
lower-quality real-time broadcasts) 
that require focused attention rather 
than encouraging distraction.

Responsive Web Design
 An  approach to web design in  
which  a site is crafted to provide an  
optimal viewing experience—easy 
reading and navigation with a 
minimum of resizing, panning, and 
scrolling—across a wide range of 
devices, from desktop  monitors to 
tablets and mobile devices.

Quartz uses responsive web design to optimize for all devices. Credit: Qz.com/Placeit by Breezi

Case: Quartz
Launched in August 2012 as a sub-brand of The 
Atlantic, Quartz is a digital-only business-news site built 
on high-quality, in-depth reporting on the new global 
economy. Quartz covers a selection of timely topics that 
change periodically as new issues gain importance. 
At the time of Media Map publication, focus topics 
included the Euro crisis, the mobile web, and China’s 
slowing growth. 

Quartz places a high value on responsive web design 
and staffs its newsroom with both programmers and 
tech-savvy journalists. Here’s what Quartz has to say 
about its design philosophy: “Your experience with 
Quartz should befit the hardware you visit us with and 
shift as seamlessly as you do from phone to tablet to 
laptop and back again. Call us a website or, if you like,  
a web app: Quartz combines the benefits of the free  
and open web with the elegance of an application.”

In January 2013, the site passed one million unique 
users, with a remarkable 48% of traffic coming  
from smartphones and tablets. Quartz is monetized 
through advertising from four marquee sponsors—
Boeing, Credit Suisse, Chevron, and Cadillac, but the 
site has yet to reach profitability.

Media Map 2013 Reading Information Vegetables
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index pages, slow-media sites feel more like apps. Stories 
are displayed one at a time with scrollable images,  
text, and multimedia elements that fill the viewing area. 
Navigation is clear and directive, requiring the user to 
make only a select few decisions (like ‘go to the next 
story,’ scroll up/down, share, add to favorites). On a slow-
media site, you’ll never see SEO-driven linkbait articles  
or stories paginated unnecessarily to maximize clicks. 
Quality trumps page volume and site traffic. But that 
doesn’t mean slow-media content can’t receive a lot of 
traffic: “Snow Fall” was the most popular multimedia 
feature of 2012, receiving 2.9 million unique visits in one 
week, and as many as a third of those readers were new 
to NYTimes.com, having found the story through social 
media. Remarkably, users spent an average of 12 minutes 
each with the “Snow Fall” content, which amounts to 
580,000 hours of engagement (again, in one week alone).

While the slow-media movement was born out of a  
desire to reduce distractions for users, the approach  
also creates an enticing web environment for advertisers. 
As ad targeting and personalization algorithms become 
sophisticated, marketers are increasingly hungry for  
deeply engaged readers who spend quality time with 
brands. Powerful online analytics now allow  
marketers to evaluate which ads are most effective and 
which users are most likely to make a purchase.  
According to a 2011 joint research project by MediaMind, 
Microsoft Advertising, and comScore, ad campaigns  
with high engagement boosted advertisers’ site traffic by 
69 percent and improved brand engagement, increasing 
page views and time spent on the brand’s site. In many 
cases, a smaller but highly engaged audience is the optimal 

ABOVE: Stories from the Occupy Wall Street demonstrations of 2011, on Cowbird. Credit: Cowbird   
OPPOSITE: Medium is the new longer-format reading platform from the founders of Twitter. Credit: MediumCase: Medium

“In a world of increasingly overwhelming quantities 
of content, how do we direct our attention to what’s 
most valuable, not just what’s interesting and of-the-
moment?” So reads the mission statement  
of Medium, a storytelling platform launched in August 
2012 by Twitter founders Evan Williams and Biz  
Stone. Williams is known for creating game-changing 
digital-media tools: he kicked off the user-generated 
content revolution with the creation of Blogger in 1999 
and became legendary for the success of Twitter.  
He and Stone founded Medium as a direct response  
to the chaotic environment of the Internet, where  
the popularity of links is typically dictated by SEO 
rather than the quality of the content. Medium features 
image-rich, Pinterest-style collections of stories that 
are organized by topic and author and are voted up and 
down in popularity in a fashion similar to that of Digg  
or Reddit. As of early 2013, the site was still in 
invitation-only beta, with no data yet available on user 
behavior or traffic numbers. Founder Evan Williams 
said onstage at the GigaOm Roadmap conference that 
he does not expect Medium to attract a mass  
audience like that of Twitter but, rather, to appeal to  
a smaller, engaged audience. Which, of course, is  
the whole idea behind slow media. 

Case: Cowbird
Launched in December 2011 by digital artist and 
media innovator Jonathan Harris (known for his 
groundbreaking 2006 data-visualization project We 
Feel Fine), Cowbird is a platform for participatory 
journalism using images, audio, and text. Cowbird 
became a company in early 2012, raising an investment 
round of US$500,000 in May. But Harris later decided 
not to take the money and instead launched a revenue-
generating feature called Cowbird Citizens, a US$5 
monthly subscription that gives users a special toolkit 
for personalizing stories with colors and typefaces that 
mimic their own handwriting. Dedicated users can also 
choose to sponsor their favorite authors, dedicating 
their subscription fee to helping authors create more  
of the stories they most like to read. Cowbird has 
received acclaim for its mission to humanize the web 
with highly personal stories that, when collected in 
aggregate, can create a larger picture of an event,  
as seen from many different perspectives. After turning 
down the venture-capital round, Harris stated that 
he is committed to keeping Cowbird “ad-free and 
independent forever.”

OPPORTUNITY  
The slow media movement shifts the  
emphasis of website content away from sheer 
traffic volume toward quality storytelling.  
Media companies staffed by veteran journalists 
and designers hold a major creative advantage 
in this area over content mills and amateur 
bloggers. The big challenge for media 
companies will be staffing digital newsrooms 
with the right combination of reporters, 
designers, producers, programmers, and 
marketers to craft truly immersive stories that 
will increase audience engagement and  
create new opportunities for consumer revenue 
and advertising.

target, and more and more marketers are pushing for a 
paradigm shift in digital advertising that prioritizes customer 
engagement (i.e., time spent with a piece of media) over 
click-throughs.

Next: Opinions are Actions 

Media Map 2013 Reading Information Vegetables
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Social media has radically transformed activism. Thanks to new social action 
platforms like Change.org and Causes, activists are suddenly able to attract huge 

numbers of supporters literally overnight and convert their collective online  
energy into donations, mass media attention, and even street protests. The shift has 

given rise to a class of highly engaged Internet users hungry for a new kind  
of journalism that weds reporting about issues with directives for making a difference.  

OPINIONS ARE  
ACTIONS

 Sources: Change.org, Causes, Pew Research, Facebook

Media Map 2013 Reading Opinions are Actions
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Social Media for Social Action
ON JUNE 8, 2010, Cairo-based Google marketing executive 
Wael Ghonim learned about the gruesome death of 
countryman Khaled Mohamed Said, a 28-year-old 
computer programmer who was beaten to death by the 
Egyptian police. Moved by the horror of the event, Ghonim 
created a Facebook page called We Are All Khaled Said 
to vent his frustration about Egyptian police brutality. He 
wrote, “Today they killed Khaled. If I don’t act for his sake, 
tomorrow they will kill me.” The page touched a nerve: 
300 people joined in the first two minutes. Three months 
later, over 250,000 people had joined (that number has 
snowballed to nearly 1.7 million today), and the online 
activity spilled onto the streets of Cairo, sparking massive 
protests at Tahrir Square and unleashing a wave of unrest 
across the Middle East that came to be known as the Arab 
Spring. Ghonim was subsequently named one of Time’s 
100 most influential people of 2011 and left Google to start 
an education-focused NGO in Cairo.

In addition to reshaping the political landscape of an entire 
region, the Arab Spring fundamentally changed the way 
we perceive social media. We Are All Khaled Said was 
just one example of opposition groups in Arab countries 
utilizing Facebook, Twitter, and other services as crucial 
tools for organizing and raising awareness in the face of 
government oppression. As the world watched online, 
social media grew from just a venue where people brag 
about a vacation or nice dinner to an immensely powerful 
vehicle for change. In a recent survey of American political 
engagement on the Internet, the Pew Research Center 
found that 66 percent of social-media users have made 
postings about politics or social action. 

Now, digital innovators are rapidly responding to these 
highly engaged users, creating new platforms or rebooting 
existing ones in an effort to convert shared passions into 

collective action. Meanwhile, the role of journalism is also 
shifting as reporters react to the growing public demand 
for stories that offer solutions to problems instead of just 
news about them.

From Sharing to Changing
The idea of using the Internet to organize political action 
and social change is nothing new. In 1998, MoveOn.org 
was created as an e-mail group that would eventually 
gather 500,000 signatures for a petition to dissuade 
Congress from impeaching US President Bill Clinton. 

Case: Change.Org
Change.org allows anyone to post public petitions for 
a cause. Many of the petitions are for local efforts, 
while others are for major international campaigns. 
One of last year’s most spectacular examples was a 
U.S. campaign calling for the prosecution of George 
Zimmerman, a neighborhood-watch coordinator who 
fatally shot 17-year-old Trayvon Martin in Sanford, 
Florida. In one week last February, 1.5 million people 
signed the Change.org petition created by Martin’s 
parents, Prosecute the Killer of Our Son. Soon after, 
some 3,000 activists marched on the Sanford city 
council to demand justice. Meanwhile, thousands of 
people across the U.S. updated their Facebook profile 
pictures with images of themselves wearing hooded 
sweatshirts similar to the one Martin wore when he 
was shot. In March 2012, protest rallies were held in 
New York City, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Los Angeles. 
Change.org may be a site that supports social change, 
but it’s also a for-profit business. While individual 
users post petitions for free, the site generates revenue 
by charging big NGOs a service fee for hosting large 
campaigns.

Though impressive at the time, the effort sounds 
downright quaint compared with modern initiatives. 
Consider Kony2012, a short film created by NGO Invisible 
Children to publicize the atrocities of Ugandan militia 
leader Joseph Kony. Released on YouTube and Vimeo in 
March 2012, the film caught fire almost immediately on 
Twitter, especially after posts by Oprah Winfrey, Rihanna, 
and Justin Bieber. Within 5 days, it had been viewed 100 
million times, helping Invisible Children raise nearly US$32 
million for its campaign. Though the film would later 
endure withering criticism for oversimplifying Uganda’s 
political environment, among other complaints, it set a 
new standard for social media’s power to mobilize mass 
interest in a cause.

In addition to leveraging the power of existing outlets like 
Facebook and Twitter, innovators are developing social-
action-specific tools that are thriving as social media 
matures and evolves. Change.org (SEE CASE), founded 
in 2007, now has 25 million users and hosts over 10,000 
petitions each month for social initiatives both large and 
small—from a massive campaign for women’s rights in 
Saudi Arabia to a local petition for an employer to add 
sexual orientation to their nondiscrimination policy. 
Another social action site, Causes.com, was cofounded 
in 2008 by former Facebook president Sean Parker as a 
Facebook application for advocacy and fundraising. Now 
it enables activists to do everything from share videos to 
recruit members to conduct polls. Causes reports that  
over 170 million users have used the site to take action on 
over 500,000 causes. 

THIS AREA WILL BE OCCUPIED BY  
A GRAPH
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Progession of the ‘We are All Khaled Said’ Facebook 
page in reaction to the murder of Khaled Said

Activists march on Tahir Square, Cairo, Egypt during the Arab Spring demonstrations of  2011. Credit: Maged Halal 
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Case: I Paid a Bribe
An Indian couple created Ipaidabribe.com in 2010 
to track rampant corruption among government 
officials. The site allows anyone to share anonymous 
accounts of bribes they paid, bribes requested of them 
but not paid, and bribes expected but not requested. 
The growing number of individual reports—some 
400,000 as of late 2012—exposed the large social and 
economic impact of corruption. The site, which has so 
far inspired the creation of similar sites in at least 17 
other countries across the globe, demonstrates how 
the watchdog role that has traditionally been played by 
the news media is being taken up by ordinary citizens 
using digital tools. But this development also prevents 
an opportunity for media companies willing to invest 
in similar platforms that aggregate crowdsourced 
information to enhance investigative reporting and 
deepen reader engagement.

OPPORTUNITY  

The emergence of highly engaged, socially 
conscious Internet users offers media 
companies an opportunity to develop a much 
deeper relationship with their audiences while 
providing real pathways to positive social 
action. Media brands can enter the world of 
solutions journalism by connecting to services 
like Change.org and ShoutAbout (see cases) or 
by experimenting with their own platforms. In 
some cases—think Hurricane Sandy relief or 
environmental news—solutions journalism also 
has the potential to be supported through cause 
marketing by responsible brands that want to 
align with concerned consumers.

News You Can Use
In December 2012, MIT Media Lab hosted a Future of News 
conference in New York City to discuss digital initiatives 
and the evolving role of online journalism in social action. 
One of the key topics was the responsibility of journalists 
to transcend their traditional role as objective reporters 
and actually empower readers to act. “If we want people 
not just to be passive readers but to engage with the 
ideas we’re putting forward, we’ve got to address that 
provocation,” MIT Center for Civic Media director Ethan 
Zuckerman said in his keynote address. “We can only 
hope that every so often an item of news gets readers 
sufficiently incensed that they decide to do something 
about it.”

The evolving role of journalism in society was also a 
hot topic at the 2012 Skoll World Forum, an annual 
conference on social entrepreneurship held at Oxford 
University. There, New York Times columnist and Solutions 
Journalism Network co-founder David Bornstein talked 
about the emerging need for “solutions journalism.” As 
he put it, “it’s not enough to know what’s broken; people 
need to know how problems could be, or are being, fixed.”

Zuckerman and Bornstein are essentially pushing for 
a new media paradigm, in which journalists need to 
overcome their professional discomfort with advocating 
particular responses to social problems. Bornstein was 
careful to note that reporters should still adhere to the 
same standards of accuracy and independence that have 

Million Hoodie March for Trayvon Martin in New York’s Union Square 3/2/12 Credit: Joe Lustri via Flickr

long guided investigative journalism. But with sites like 
Change.org and numerous other tools primed to convert 
collective sentiment into real change, journalists are 
compelled to embrace the opportunity—or risk a growing 
irrelevance.

Next: Numbers are the New Words      

Case: ShoutAbout
ShoutAbout is a digital-news startup focused on 
bridging the barrier between awareness  
and action. Founded by former American Red Cross 
communications officer Mat Morgan, it was officially 
launched at the Social Good Summit in September 
2012. ShoutAbout’s product is an embeddable  
widget that can be added by web editors to articles on 
their own news sites in order to direct readers to  
learn more or connect to nonprofits to take meaningful 
action in their communities. In addition to clicking  
on these “action” links, readers can submit their own 
links, which, if approved by an editor, will be  
added to the widget. On ShoutAbout’s website, readers 
can then measure the impact of their submitted 
links. Christina Bellantoni, the political editor for 
PBS NewsHour, which participated in a ShoutAbout 
pilot program in 2012, told Mashable that PBS saw 
significant engagement by site users with a petition 
urging US President Obama and Mitt Romney to 
discuss gun control after the shootings in Aurora, 
Colorado, this past July.

Al Gore and Sean Parker discuss online activism at South by Southwest 2012 Credit: Sue Holland via Flickr

Media Map 2013 Reading Opinions are Actions
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Global Internet data generated annually

Data has the power to reveal truths and deliver news—sometimes 
even more effectively than the written word. In a world where 

digital information is generated everywhere, data-driven storytelling 
separates the signal from the noise.

NUMBERS ARE  
THE NEW WORDS

BIG DATA
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=

 Sources: Computer Sciences Corporation, IBM, Google
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UK newspaper The Guardian, one of the world’s most 
respected and popular news sources, with over 4 
million daily unique visitors to its website, has been 
a leader in data journalism since 2009 when The 
Guardian Datablog was established by editor Simon 
Rogers to give readers a more hands-on way to interact  
with news stories. Since 2009, Datablog has published 
over 1,900 interactive data visualizations on topics 
both local (“UK Inflation Since 1948”) and international 
(“How We Die: Top Causes of Death Among Humans 
in the 20th Century”), using more than 13,000 data 
sets. Most of these data sets are open and available for 
download in spreadsheet form by the public in  
the Datablog’s DataStore. Each data story ends with  

Visualization of British government spending patterns from The Guardian Datablog. Credit: Informationisbeautiful.com

Big Data
Data sets that grow so large they 
become difficult to work with, 
requiring novel solutions for storage, 
analysis, and visualization. A new 
breed of “big data” tools, such as 
Apache’s Hadoop Big Data Platform, 
has arisen to handle sense-making  
of large quantities of data.

News Applications
A database-driven software tool that 
tells a journalistic story users can 
interact with to delve deeply into a 
topic, news applications allow readers 
to see location-relevant data or enter 
their own information to learn how a 
story relates to their daily lives. 

Data Journalism
 A journalism specialty reflecting  
the increased role of numerical data 
in the production and distribution 
of information in the digital era. It 
reflects the increased interaction 
between content producers 
(journalists) and several other fields, 
such as design, computer science, 
and statistics. 

JARGON WATCH 

the question to readers, “Can you do something  
with this data?” and invites them to post visualizations 
and mash-ups to a Flickr group, or contact the  
staff with feedback and ideas. Visualizations on the 
Datablog are often built using open tools like IBM  
Many Eyes, although many are elevated to art quality  
by regular contributor David McCandless, a data 
journalist who has received international acclaim for 
the stunning visualizations he creates for his own  
site, Informationisbeautiful.com.

Rise of the Data Storytellers
IS NATE SILVER a witch? Probably—at least according to 
isnatesilverawitch.com, the humorous website launched 
during the 2012 U.S. presidential election in reaction to 
Silver’s eerily accurate predictions of state-by-state voting 
outcomes. In his New York Times blog, FiveThirtyEight, 
Silver provided real-time statistical analyses and election 
forecasts so precise that he gained international acclaim 
and generated facetious suggestions that his projections 
might be powered by the dark arts.

Silver is the most celebrated member of a new  
generation of number crunchers using sophisticated digital 
tools to analyze massive volumes of information and  
reveal powerful insights about the world around us. Much 
has been made in recent years of the importance of  
“big data” and data scientists—the people who make 
sense of the raw numbers. Data scientists combine 
the skills of hackers, analysts, and communications 
professionals so deftly that Harvard Business Review has 
called the profession “the sexiest job of the 21st  
century.” In addition to powering top Silicon Valley 
companies, data science now underlies a vast array of 

industries, including health care, finance, manufacturing, 
retail, transportation, and, of course, media.

Tools for Sense-Making
A decade ago, experts like technology journalist and New 
York University professor Clay Shirky thought “freeing the 
data”—i.e., providing public access to metrics with broad 
impact, like crime rates and safety-inspection results—
would be the future of media. “But now we know,” Shirky 
says, “that audiences don’t want open data; they want 
someone authoritative to help them understand the  
data so they can have an informed opinion.” The role of 
media, it turns out, is increasingly not just to deliver the 
facts, but to make sense of them.

With the maturation of the digital era, the means for creating 
and delivering information have multiplied exponentially. 
And the growth is only going to accelerate: experts 
estimate that the world’s annual data production will  
grow by 4300% by 2020. Thanks to social media, anyone 
with an Internet connection can now broadcast facts  
and opinions to a global audience nearly instantaneously. 
As more and more people look to sources like Twitter for 
real-time information, publishers have lost their monopoly 
on delivering news. But consumers are still looking 
for credible reporting and analysis to help them better 
understand local and global events—which is where 
media companies have an opportunity to provide real 
value with data-driven insights. 

Luckily, innovators are stepping up to help by developing 
new tools that make the job of analyzing and visualizing 
information easier than ever. 

“The sexy job in the next 10 years 
will be statisticians. People think I’m 
joking, but who would’ve guessed 
that computer engineers would’ve 
been the sexy job of the 1990s?”

—Hal Varian, Chief Economist,  Google

Case: The Guardian Datablog
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NYTimes.com data coverage of the 2012 US Presidential election. Credit: NYTimes.com 

Case: Narrative Science 
Narrative Science is a Chicago-based company that  
has created a groundbreaking software system that uses 
artificial intelligence to analyze data, extract insights, 
and transform them into text-based content in various 
formats, from tweets and headlines to—somewhat 
alarmingly—new long-form articles. The company 
began as a joint research project between engineering 
and journalism professors at Northwestern University 
and launched as a company in 2010. Today, clients 
include Forbes, which uses Narrative Science to 
analyze financial data and generate short profile pieces 
on high-performing companies. The software may 
seem like a threat to journalists, but Narrative Science 
CEO Stuart Frankel insists the company aims to help 
reporters do their job better and faster with less effort. 
Media companies that use Narrative Science are able 
to customize the platform with their brand’s voice, style 
choices, and specialized vocabulary and configure  
a series of story angles through which the data might  
be presented. “They know how to configure our 
technology to allow them to become what are 
essentially meta-journalists,” Frankel told The Atlantic 
last April, “people who can write millions of stories 
opposed to a single story at a time.”

OPPORTUNITY  

For media companies, data is important not  
only for business analytics but also for 
delivering consumer entertainment and 
informtion. Data-driven storytelling, when 
beautifully presented, brings a new layer 
of value to professional media by providing 
readers with credible information and 
interactive tools they won’t get from amateur 
content creators. 

One example is Chicago-based Narrative Science’s Quill 
(SEE CASE), which analyzes data from diverse sources 
like spreadsheets, graphs, and even Twitter streams and 
uses artificial intelligence to turn the resulting insights 
into automatically generated news stories for media 
clients. Another project, IBM’s Many Eyes, takes a different 
approach by allowing anyone to easily turn data sets  
into interactive infographics like bubble charts, histograms,  
and maps, then share them within the Many Eyes 
community or embed them on other sites.

Numbers in the Newsroom
Among established media companies, The New York 
Times has been a leader in developing interactive online 
infographics that deliver a new level of dynamic visual 
storytelling. During the 2012 Summer Olympics, a  
feature on NYTimes.com called “One Race, Every Medalist 
Ever” placed all the gold-medal-winning sprinters  
since 1896 on a track together to show how improvements 
in training, track surfaces, and shoe technology have 
steadily decreased average finishing times. (Today, 
America’s fastest eight-year-old is only one second behind 
the 1896 gold medalist in the 100-meter dash.) When 
Hurricane Sandy devastated the northeastern U.S. in 2012, 
NYTimes.com generated interactive maps and infographics 
about the extent of the damage.

ProPublica, the U.S. nonprofit investigative-journalism 
website, specializes in a specific kind of interactive 
infographic they call “news applications.” These interfaces 
allow readers (and other journalists) to dig into data sets 
to find results relevant to their own lives and communities. 
Similarly, the UK Guardian’s Datablog (SEE CASE), features 
downloadable graphics offering a look at trending national 

and local issues. The newsroom asks, “Can you do 
something with this data?” with every story and invites 
readers to contribute their own visualizations to the 
Guardian’s Flickr group.

To meet the needs of these and other cutting-edge 
digital-media companies, universities and nonprofits like 

the Knight Foundation (which has funded many of the 
most innovative data journalism projects in the U.S.) are 
helping journalists to transform the reporting process with 
analytical and programming skills. Stanford Journalism 
School has been a leader in this space, with a curriculum 
that includes courses like Digital Journalism, Digital Media 
Entrepreneurship, and Multimedia Storytelling. The MIT 
Center for Civic Media combines cutting-edge technology 
and community media studies in its graduate and 
undergraduate programs, including a Data-Centric Projects 
curriculum. And Tilburg University, in the Netherlands, 
now offers a complete graduate school program in Data 
Journalism, which covers data retrieval, visualization, 
storytelling, and publishing. 

Hoping to address the data-education needs of  
journalists already working today, a recent Kickstarter 

campaign called “For Journalism” was organized to  
fund a new online school that will offer virtual classes  
on topics like Ruby on Rails programming, data 
visualization, and information management, taught by  
top data journalists from NPR, ProPublica, and The New 
York Times. 

As Dan Oshinsky, an editor at Buzzfeed, advised his Twitter 
followers in a recent tweet: “Take a data journalism class. 
Data journalism people get hired. Period.”

Next: Watching
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BY THE NUMBERS
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Next-generation TV is smashing through the screen to engage fans wherever they  
happen to be—in social media, video games, second-screen apps, and even real-life 
events— utilizing the best qualities of each platform to enhance the plot and create 
new opportunities for advertisers. Welcome to the future of transmedia storytelling.

TV BREAKS FREE

 Sources: Cisco, Nielsen, Bain, DFC Intelligence, Defiance, Haunted
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Case: Haunted
Veteran TV writer Daniel Knauf describes his  
2012 experimental transmedia project Haunted as 
a “32-hour, non-linear mystery,” in which a team 
of paranormal investigators explore a soon-to-be-
demolished house, where they’ve noticed strange 
activity. In the story, the team sets up 16 cameras 
around the house, hoping to capture evidence of the 
supernatural. When tragedy befalls the investigation, 
you as the viewer are left with the footage and the 
task of piecing together what happened using clues, 
incident logs, 600 hours of archival video, and other 
materials that are unlocked along the way. According 
to Knauf, 30 percent of viewers spend at least half  
an hour with the footage and 12 percent spend over 
an hour. Most viewers are in the U.S., but the second-
largest audience is Norway. As the first creation 
of Knauf’s new transmedia production house BXX, 
Haunted was considered a beta product and offered for 
free to users, but BXX plans to monetize future shows 
through subscriptions and users surveys.

A still from Bear 71, a transmedia film by Lance Weiler shown at the 2012 Sundance Film Festival. Credit: Sundance Institute

The Age of Convergence 
TRANSMEDIA EXPERIENCES CONNECT audiences and sponsoring 
brands across multiple entertainment formats—a  
wildly exciting concept for both creatives and marketers. 
The idea isn’t new. Star Wars is the prototypical example, 
with plotlines that extended the franchise from film to 
comic books to toys and fan fiction. But unlike Star Wars, 
which grew over time with new subplots and prequels, 
modern transmedia relies heavily on the Internet  
and engages audiences in multiple venues from the start, 
utilizing online video, social media, games, and fan sites. 

Defiance, for example, a collaboration between the SyFy 
network and gaming company Trion Worlds (SEE CASE), 
features weekly TV episodes and a live-multiplayer video 
game in which fans can engage in challenges, special 
features, and opportunities to influence the show’s plot. 
Defiance’s creators design in-game activities  
that correspond to the show and adapt each episode 
based on what happens in the video-game world  
that week. SyFy executive David Howe has called Defiance 
“the biggest and most ambitious undertaking in Syfy’s 
20-year history,” yet the melding of television with a video 

game seems like a natural outcome as audiences become 
accustomed to active media experiences and big media 
companies look for ways to create production synergies. 

“Let’s face it,” media scholar Henry Jenkins wrote in a MIT 
Technology Review column, “we have entered an era of 
media convergence that makes the flow of content across 
multiple media channels almost inevitable. The move 
toward digital effects in film and the improved quality of 
video-game graphics means that it is becoming much 
more realistic to lower production costs by sharing assets 
across media.”

The potential return on investment for transmedia 
production is also particularly high when video games  
are combined with television—in addition to TV ad 
revenue, Defiance is grabbing a slice of the US$78 billion 
global video-game industry when players buy the game, 

which costs US$60-US$150 depending on the features  
they choose.

Defiance (SEE CASE) targets a tech-savvy audience of 
sci-fi fans and gamers, but transmedia isn’t just for geeks. 
Experts like Jim Stewartson, president of film production 
company Fourth Wall Studios, say it’s time “to take 
transmedia to the masses. The market is going to be as 
large as the industry itself.”

Shifting Consumer Behaviors 
The way the world watches TV is changing rapidly, with 
broadcast television giving way to online video and multi-
device experiences. Nielsen reports that 2011 marked a 
tipping point for global TV consumption, with 84 percent  
of global online consumers watching web video at least 
once per month, and only 83 percent of global online 
consumers watching broadcast television each month. By 
2016, 415 million homes in 40 countries will watch online 
video, up from 177 million in 2010, according to Cisco 
Digital TV Research. 

But TV audiences aren’t just sitting there passively—many 
are engaging socially or looking up related content  
on smartphones and tablets while they watch. In a 2011 
Nielsen study, over 80% of respondents in the U.S.  
and Europe reported simultaneously using smartphones 
or tablets while watching television, and one in four 
respondents engaged in multiscreen usage several times 

each day. Social TV is now an established mainstream 
behavior, particularly during live events, which are 
becoming a major catalyst for interaction. The 2013 
Superbowl, for example, garnered a record-breaking 30.6 
million tweets, many of which were about non-football 
events during the game, including advertisements, a power 
outage, and Beyonce’s halftime performance. 

When consumer behaviors change, the money follows: 
according to a 2012 Bain report, global online TV  
and video revenues will reach US$21.52 billion in 2016, up 
from US$3.48 billion in 2010. Meanwhile, the TV industry  
is racing to create new experiences that engage 
consumers looking for interesting online video, social TV, 
and second-screen content. 

“In today’s interconnected world, young adults, teens  
and even kids have become so comfortable with media 
technology that they flow from one platform to the  
next,” Jeff Gomez, CEO of transmedia production company 
Starlight Runner, said in a Forbes interview. “As a  
discipline, transmedia provides us with a foundation  
for the development, production, and rollout of 
entertainment properties or consumer brands across 
multiple media platforms. Transmedia creates the flow.”

Everybody’s Doing It
SyFy’s Defiance may be the biggest transmedia endeavor 
to date, but other networks have been experimenting  

“Everywhere we look, stories 
are breaking the limits imposed 
by print and film and video. 
Boundaries that once seemed 
clear—between author and 
audience, content and marketing, 
illusion and reality—are starting 
to blur.” 

—Frank Rose, The Art of Immersion
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OPPORTUNITY  

Transmedia experiences open  
opportunities for media companies to build 
lucrative partnerships (TV channels and game 
developers working together, for instance), 
attract audiences to multiple platforms,  
and build new revenue streams through 
digital subscriptions, video-game purchases, 
and merchandizing. Advertisers are interested 
in following customers, so transmedia 
presents a huge opportunity to create cross-
channel advertising plays. As consumers  
shift to online video, media companies  
should be aware that independent producers 
can now create relationships directly with 
audiences. These new ventures may be 
perceived as a threat but are also strong 
candidates for investment or acquisition.

Following the success of his TV show Heroes, in  
which seemingly ordinary people save the world with 
secret superpowers, Tim Kring wanted to create a way 
for audiences to be entertained while participating in a 
real-life philanthropic endeavor. His 2010 transmedia 
project Conspiracy for Good did just that, by connecting 
fans around the world through an online TV show 
and game with a “mission” to fight a fictional evil 
corporation and set up reading programs in Zambia, 
where much of the show’s action takes place. 

The story begins with an ancient, secret society 
responsible for many of the good deeds in the world, 
and fans are invited to join. The plot unfolds with a 
series of 21 web episodes and an online scavenger  

Conspiracy for Good creator Tim Kring poses for a photo during filming. Credit: Nokia

hunt in which fans must solve a mystery using  
clues on the website, social media and Nokia mapping  
tools. During the summer of 2010, the game ultimately 
spilled onto the streets of London with a 4-week,  
real-life geocaching game and a series of “underground” 
concerts celebrating the secret society’s victories. 

Conspiracy for Good was sponsored by Nokia, with 
support from book publisher Pearson and several 
nonprofits dedicated to fostering literacy in Africa, 
which helped build five libraries in Zambia and stock 
them with 10,000 books, and gave 50 scholarships to 
Zambian schoolgirls.

with multimedia formats for some time, particularly  
in the realm of reality TV. Big Brother and The Glass 
House—two internationally franchised reality shows in 
which contestants live together in a house with cameras  
in every room rolling 24/7—both featured extensive  
online content (live feeds from the house in between 
episodes, for instance) and opportunities for viewers 
to influence the show by deciding which challenges 
contestants would face. 

While big media companies are just beginning to dip  
their toes into these new waters, established TV producers 
and talented indie directors are leveraging their clout 
online to sidestep network red tape and build transmedia 
experiences independently. Heroes creator Tim Kring’s 
2010 transmedia project Conspiracy for Good (SEE CASE) 
was one of the most sophisticated examples of the new 
medium yet, combining a globally popular online TV  
show, a scavenger hunt that began online and morphed 
into an alternate reality game in London and Stockholm, 
and a philanthropic project to fund libraries in Zambia.  
The project was underwritten by Nokia, ingeniously 
combining a transmedia entertainment experience and 
revenue-generating marketing initiative.

As transmedia takes off, producers like Kring and new 
digital production companies are stepping up to fill  
a growing need for innovative, high-quality content. In 
2012, TV writer Daniel Knauf, best-known for the HBO 
series Carnivale, launched transmedia production 
company BXX and the online transmedia thriller Haunted 
(SEE CASE), in which paranormal investigators work  
in a house tormented by supernatural events. Fans  
can manipulate camera angles and dig into research 
materials for a customized experience and deeper 
relationship with the story. “I wanted to invent a narrative 

that there was absolutely no way you could have  
done it if the Internet wasn’t invented,” Knauf said in a  
PBS interview.

One of the stars in this space is transmedia filmmaker 
Lance Weiler, whose award-winning creations, including 
Head Trauma, Bear 71, and Pandemic have broken 
down the barriers between audience and story using 
augmented reality, real-world games, and even direct 
communication (after watching the film Head Trauma, 
for instance, viewers received a phone call from one of 
the characters). 

“What’s exciting to me,” Weiler said in a Movie Scope 
magazine interview, “is that all of a sudden, I can tell 
stories across multiple devices, multiple screens, and 
into the real world. People think transmedia is just about 
seeing what a character is doing when they are not on 
screen. From my perspective, it really is about that ability 
to expand and add a story and game layer to what, 
effectively, is the real world. I’m very interested in how 
stories can start to become more pervasive, and how 
they can place themselves in a more meaningful way 
within an audience’s life.”

Next: The New Creative Economy

Case: Conspiracy for Good
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The TV and film industries are being disrupted by Internet services across 
all segments of the value chain, from funding and production to distribution 

and fan relationships. It’s easier than ever for stars and filmmakers to interact 
directly with consumers—which presents both a challenge to the status quo 

and a major opportunity for digital innovators.

THE NEW CREATIVE 
ECONOMY

BY THE NUMBERS
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JANUARY

 Sources: Kickstarter, YouTube, NYTimes.com, Nielsen
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Sarah Silverman is helping to launch JASH, Youtube’s new comedy channel. Credit: Jeffrey D. Martin via Flickr

Case: Backplane
Backplane, founded by Lady Gaga’s manager, Troy 
Carter, is a platform for niche social networks that  
aims to disrupt the entertainment industry  
by connecting celebrities with their fans on their 
own terms. The Backplane platform allows celebrity 
clients to integrate all social interactions (Facebook, 
Twitter, videos, articles, etc.) and create a singular 
hub for conversations with their fan base. Lady Gaga’s 
Backplane site, Littlemonsters.com, launched  
in February 2012 and now has one million registered 
users and 2.3 million unique visitors a month. She  
has used the platform to pre-sell concert tickets and 
crowdsource the design of new merchandise,  
including T-shirts, bags, and kneesocks. With a 
community of active and engaged devotees,  
Backplane empowers artists to utilize their direct  
fan base in an unprecedented manner, much quicker 
than traditional production channels. Backplane is  
funded by Google Ventures and Founders Fund, among 
others, and recently signed ten more brands. In 
February 2013, Guns N’ Roses launched a Backplane-
powered social network called Paradise City, and 
media conglomerate Conde Nast debuted a Pinterest-
like fashion fansite called Fingerprints. 

A New Paradigm
FOR OVER A CENTURY, the entertainment  industry has been a 
somewhat close and very lucrative system ruled by major 
television and film corporations. That’s now changing 
quickly as the Internet enables producers and filmmakers 
to skirt traditional power dynamics and work directly 
with consumers to fund, create, and even distribute their 
own video productions. Disintermediation—the idea that 
the Internet removes middlemen to connect consumers 
directly with products and services—is now happening  
in video entertainment in a big, big way.

Expensive productions, high-priced talent, and exclusive 
relationships between business insiders have made 
securing funding one of the most difficult aspects of TV 
and film production. But in the new era of crowdfunding, 
creatives are turning away from traditional financing 
models for a chance at greater independence and 
audience connection. Kickstarter, IndieGogo, and Sweden’s 
FundedbyMe are all examples of crowdfunding platforms 
that have financed entertainment projects within the past 
couple of years. In 2012, 63 Kickstarter-funded films went 
to theaters, and crowdfunded projects accounted for 10 
percent of all films shown at the Sundance Film Festival.

These projects aren’t just coming from unknowns—
crowdfunded initiatives have been launched by veteran 
talents including Charlie Kaufman, Brett Easton Ellis,  
and David Fincher. In March 2013, a Kickstarter campaign 
to fund a film version of the TV show Veronica Mars, 
starring Kristen Bell, was successfully funded in just  
a few hours, with 44,651 people contributing $2.7 million 
USD. One megafan even pledged $10,000, buying himself  
a speaking role in the movie. 

Beyond raising money for a production, crowdfunding 
campaigns function as powerful marketing tools. Popular 
projects turn fans into social-media evangelists as they 
share and talk about the films and TV shows they can’t 
wait to see. And the crowdfunding revolution is just 

beginning—with the JOBS act passed by the US  
Congress in 2012, Gartner predicts that funds raised  
on crowdsourcing sites will rise to 6.2 billion in  
2013 (from an estimated 2.8 billion in 2012, according  
to The Economist). 

The Road to Digital Stardom
The next wave of entertainment personalities probably 
won’t be discovered by casting agents and hyper-
connected managers—they’ll be found on the Internet, 
through sites like YouTube, Funny or Die, and SnagFilms. 
Even Google is launching careers—since 2001, singer-
songwriter Daria Musk has generated an international 
following of thousands of fans who watch as  
she broadcasts live “concerts” from her studio on  
Google+ Hangouts.

These new Internet celebrities aren’t just getting 15 
minutes of viral video fame, à la “Charlie Bit My Finger”—
they’re becoming real stars, and generating real  
revenue. For instance, 22-year-old UK music reporter  
Jamal Edwards is estimated to be worth £6 million from 
his hit YouTube music news channel SB.TV. According 
to Wired, the top 1,000 producers on YouTube average 
US$276,000 in yearly net payout. 

YouTube is not only igniting the careers of new stars,  
it’s also becoming a media production company in  
its own right, by investing in the creation of original, high-
quality content. In 2011, YouTube launched its  
US$100 million Original Channel initiative, signing top 
talents like musicians Jay-Z and Madonna, basketball star 
Shaquille O’Neill, and comedians Sarah Silverman and 
Michael Cera, who have all created their own  
video channels. The Original Channel program will grow 
in 2013, with at least 30 of its most successful channels 
getting further investment, according to All Things D.  And 
throughout 2012, YouTube channel aggregators like Maker 
Studios, Machinima and UK’s ChannelFlip and Base79  
(SEE CASE) have been inking deals and stealing headlines 
from traditional TV networks. In March of 2013, Machinima, 
a network of channels for original series, live-streams  
and news about videogaming, announced a partnership 

with director Ridley Scott (Blade Runner, Aliens) to produce 
12 short sci-fi films with Scott’s production company.

In addition to making deals with YouTube, both stars and 
creatives are increasingly using social media as a tool  
for crowdsourcing new creative enterprises and marketing 
existing ones. Five or six years ago, celebrities cultivated 
followings on MySpace, and it’s now de rigueur for stars 
to communicate with fans on Twitter and Facebook fan 
pages. In 2012, a new platform for niche social networks 
called Backplane (SEE CASE) put in a bid to become  
the online fan club of choice. Launched by Lady  
Gaga manager Troy Carter with financial backing from 
Gaga and a host of Silicon Valley’s top VCs, including  
Eric Schmidt’s Tomorrow Ventures, Google Ventures,  
and Founders Fund, it offers celebrities and media brands 
a platform to connect directly with their most engaged 
followers and create communities around shared interests. 

At SXSW 2013, a new startup social network for the film 
industry was announced. The site, called Stardition, will 
launch later this year and aims to help filmmakers discover 
scripts, raise funding, find production staff and cast talent 
for upcoming movies.

Streaming Video Takes Over
It’s well established that video-on-demand services  
like Netflix and Hulu have shifted consumers’  TV viewing 
behavior from scheduled watching to binge watching. 
Now, as they venture into original content creation, 
streaming services are also changing the way  

“Veronica Mars: The Motion 
Picture simply was not going to 
happen. Yet when put in the hands of 
the fans (and their friends) who have 
steadfastly and long-anticipated this 
unlikelihood, that excited mob rallied 
to secure their piece of happiness.” 

—Matt Webb Mitovich, TVLine
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OPPORTUNITY  
Now that the Internet enables savvy creatives 
(both producers and stars) to go around 
middlemen and connect directly with audiences, 
media companies must create compelling 
ways to support and add value to talent 
relationships in order to remain competitive. 
TV and film businesses will need to respond 
rapidly to this new online creative ecosystem by 
building, acquiring, or partnering with digital 
communities like Backplane and Stardition, 
and direct-to-consumer services like streaming 
networks and crowdfunding platforms.

Case: Base79
In the past year, YouTube networks like Maker  
Studios, ChannelFlip, StyleHaul and Base79 all received 
funding from big media players, and ChannelFlip was 
fully acquired by News Corp’s Shine Group.  
The largest network for YouTube content in EMEA, the 
UK’s Base79 manages and promotes 300-plus YouTube 
channels from a mix of premium content partners 
like BBC Worldwide and Simon Cowell’s SyCo, as 
well as talented artists and individuals like gymnast 
Damien Walters and musical act Ministry of Sound. As 
with other YouTube networks, channels on Base79 
encourage engagement with each other, creating 
YouTube stickiness through linking to similar videos 
or successive webisodes. Base79’s channels generate 
550 million views per month and the company itself 
has experienced 805 percent revenue growth over the 
past three years. Its latest round of funding, US$10 
million from the Chernin Group, will allow the company 
to increase its presence across continental Europe 
while also connecting Base79 to Peter Chernin’s other 
media assets and investments, which include several 
international production companies as well as media 
startups like Pandora, Tumblr, Flipboard, and Scopely.  
If longer-form content on YouTube continues to take  
off, content aggregators like Base79 could very well be 
our future media conglomerates.

Case: The Black List
The Black List started back in 2005, when young film-
development exec Franklin Leonard surveyed  
95 of Hollywood’s most powerful industry execs about 
their favorite unproduced scripts of the year. The list 
compiled from this survey quickly became a celebrated 
trove of material for industry insiders. Since then, 
200 Black List–recommended screenplays have been 
produced, winning 25 Academy Awards and US$16 
billion in worldwide box office revenues. In 2012, the 
project grew from an e-mail list to a business  
aiming to index “every single screenplay of reasonably 
high quality on Earth,” open to an ecosystem of 
producers, agents, studio heads, directors, actors, and 
other writers. Screenwriters upload their screenplay 
for a US$25 monthly fee and get professional feedback 
for US$50, while interested industry insiders (or anyone 
with a passion for film) can subscribe to read and 
rate the scripts for US$20. High-ranking scripts gain 
massive amounts of buzz and attention and, if they’re 
lucky, get financed and made. The Black List has not 
only influenced the kinds of movies that get made in 
Hollywood; it has served as an entirely new marketing 
and discovery mechanism for promising new talent.

ABOVE:  Lady Gaga’s fans, “Little Monsters,” are some of the most engaged on the Web. Credit: Gloria Goldin via Flickr.   
OPPOSITE: UK YouTube star Jamal Edwards has earned £6 million from his music news channel. Credit: UK Parliament 

Hollywood does business. In a bold move, Netflix released 
all 13 episodes of its new Kevin Spacey–David Fincher 
original series House of Cards to 33 million worldwide 
subscribers at once this past February, catering to viewers’ 
preference for marathon watching and creating a new 
television format free of commercial breaks and inter-
episode cliffhangers. 

If Netflix continues to succeed with uniquely formatted 
and presented original works, it will effectively become  
a new kind of TV network. Amazon, Hulu, and Microsoft  
all have that same goal, with Amazon set to finance 12 
pilots (six comedies, six kids shows) in the near future. 
These new players are forcing industry dynamics to shift, 
with both established broadcasters and independent 
producers experimenting with their own models. Recently, 
both HBO’s Girls and PBS’s Downton Abbey released 
episodes online before broadcast. In 2012, the low-budget 
indie film Bachelorette, released simultaneously in  
theaters and online, became a US$5.5 million digital 
success but earned just US$418,000 in theaters. And 
established producers like former HBO-writer Daniel Knauf 
and Heroes creator Tim Kring are jumping ship from big 
networks to launch their own independent, Web-based 
productions (SEE “TV BREAKS FREE”).

The fact that so many video projects are succeeding online 
makes perfect sense, of course. Marketing campaigns 
for digital-first series act on the possibility of immediacy: 
watch this series here and now on any device you like! 
Likewise, engineering-rich companies like Netflix and 
Amazon have the data and analytics to create content 
based on aggregated, real-time consumer insights, rather 
than old-school focus groups, which means faster time  
to market for new programming. 

In order to compete with these digital-first players 
unencumbered by complicated rights agreements and 
empowered by big data, traditional TV networks and  
film studios must not only make compelling new digital 
content but also distribute it according to the rapidly 
shifting desires of their consumers. 

Next: Be Here Now
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There’s a powerful countertrend to digital-media saturation: a craving for  
real-life experiences that demand us to be in a particular place at a particular  
time. And it’s only getting stronger. Even the most plugged-in consumers are  

seeking out live media events, hoping to find something special in the tangible. 

BE HERE NOW

Percentage of The 
Atlantic’s total revenue 
that events account for 

BY THE NUMBERS

+197

 Sources: Financial Times, NYTimes.com, TED
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No cameras are allowed at Pop-Up Magazine shows. This is the DJ booth at a Pop-Up afterparty. Credit: Matthew Davis

If You Stage It, They Will Come
WITH EVERYTHING ONLINE, nobody misses anything 
anymore—or so we’re told. Skipped a friend’s party? Relive 
it on Facebook. Forgot to step outside during the eclipse? 
Just YouTube it. But as it turns out, the ubiquity of timeless 
virtual experiences can create a deep craving for real,  
in-the-moment events. The fact that so many basic aspects  
of modern life are now “on-demand” and untethered  
from time and place—think online education and 
streaming television—only increases this desire. Truly 
immersive, real-life experiences have become both 
increasingly rare and valuable. Even more than in  
the pre-Internet era, media consumers are seeking out 
offline events that can’t be missed.

If you need proof of this dynamic, consider the runaway 
success of Pop-Up Magazine (SEE CASE). Launched in 
2009, this onstage, self-described “live magazine” sells out 
auditoriums with a simple promise: nothing you witness 
here will ever be online (or in print). The performances 
can be decidedly simple—lots of reading, minimal visual 
extras—but those in the audience feel that they’re seeing 

something special. “I find that people watch a thing 
differently when it really is going to happen once,” Pop-
Up founder Douglas McGray told NPR in 2011. “I think 
you focus in a different way, I think you remember in a 
different way.” 

Pop-Up Magazine’s commitment to strictly live  
events is extreme, but it’s hardly the only outfit offering  
in-the-flesh interaction. For years, media companies  
have been vying to boost audience engagement—and lure 
advertisers—with public events. Many major magazines 
like The New Yorker, Forbes, and The Atlantic have  
made events into a significant business (events now 
account for 17 percent of annual revenue at The Atlantic). 
Influential tech blog GigaOM hosts multiple conferences 
each year on topics like design (GigaOm Roadmap) 
and big data (Structure:Data) to cater to its tech-savvy 
audience. Financial Times, the influential British business 
newspaper, has gone from hosting seven events in  
2005 to more than 220 in 2012. Their efforts have have 
been so successful that they’ve now spun off their events 
as a separate company, FT Live. And in May 2012, Ira 
Glass’s celebrated weekly radio show, This American  
Life, put on its third live stage show, “The Invisible  
Made Visible,” in Chicago, streaming it to 500 theaters 
around the US and Canada and reaching an audience  
of over 70,000 people. 

Events as Big Business
For media companies, the takeaway from Pop-Up 
Magazine is that live events can be a core business instead 
of just another revenue stream. Of course, TED has already 
proven this model. Ten years ago it was an invite-only 
conference in California for a few hundred people. Today 
it’s a multimedia franchise with events at its core. In 

2012, TED.com streamed a million TEDTalk videos a day, 
launched TEDEd, an online library of curated educational 
videos, as well as TED Books, an iPad app that publishes 
interactive 20,000-word narratives. TED’s event focus has 
ballooned from a single annual experience to a global 
franchise called TEDx. Today, TEDx live events run at  
a global rate of about five per day, in 133 countries. Each 
TEDx speaker is filmed and added to the massive trove  
of TED Talks video content on TED.com. In November 2012, 
TED Talks had been watched one billion times worldwide.

Media companies that have invested heavily in events as 
unique platforms instead of just brand extensions are also 
seeing impressive results. Vice magazine’s  

“We decided to launch a magazine 
that would exist for just one night, 
live on stage. A live magazine. 
Nothing would get published, nothing 
would go online.” 

—Douglas McGray, Editor in Chief,  
Pop-Up Magazine

Case: Pop-Up Magazine
Pop-Up Magazine was started in 2009 as a side project 
by a small group of San Francisco writers, editors,  
and designers with a string of classic publications on 
their résumés, including The New Yorker, The New  
York Times Magazine, Esquire, Wired, and Interview. 
Their idea was simple: with everything now online, 
wouldn’t it be nice to just unplug and come together  
for a night and do something different? So they  
started a “live magazine,” a carefully curated 90- 
minute show that unfolds like a magazine, with shorter 
dispatches and reviews followed by longer features. 
They had one ironclad rule: nothing from any of the 
shows will ever be published, in print or online. An 
issue exists for one night, in one place. Attendees have 
to turn off their phones. “You can’t rewatch your favorite 
Pop-Up Magazine story, or send a link to your friends. 
You have to remember it, and retell it. I think it helps 
make each issue feel rare, and special,” editor in chief 
Douglas McGray explained in an interview. Venues for 
the first events held a thousand people and tickets sold 
for US$10. Two years later, the ninth Pop-Up Magazine 
sold out more than 2,700 seats at US$25 per ticket in 
one afternoon. The business model is a combination of 
ticket sales and sponsors.  

San Francisco

New York
Paris Beijing

Seoul

Sao Paulo

560,000 
Number of Creators project 
event attendees in 2011, one 
year after its debut 

25,000
Attendees in San Francisco

CREATORS PROJECT
Events in 2012
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Case: The Bold Italic
What comes next in the evolution of a standard daily city 
newspaper? That was the question American newspaper-
publishing giant Gannett Company set out to answer when 
it partnered with design and innovation-consulting firm 
IDEO to research the “unmet needs” of media consumers. 
One clear pattern they observed was that people connect 
to their cities through merchants, so they went to work on 
a startup that would “solidify that piece of a city’s cultural 
identity.” In spring 2010, the result was launched: The Bold 
Italic, a website, quarterly print magazine and events hub 
whose mission is to get San Francisco residents to gain a 
deeper and more enjoyable experience of their city. Events 
include parties, special dinners, neighborhood tours and 

Case: The Creators 
Project
Inspired by the great artist collaborations in Paris in 
the 1920s, Vice Media, most known for publishing Vice 
magazine, partnered with technology company Intel to 
launch an ambitious new initiative in 2010: the Creators 
Project. The idea was to create a platform to spread 
the works of visionaries who push the boundaries of 
creative expression by using technology in innovative 
ways. “Kids in Shanghai, Stockholm, Sao Paolo, and 
New York have been coming up with intriguing art, but 
there was no glue sticking it together,” Vice cofounder 
and CEO Shane Smith told The Wall Street Journal in 
2012. Three years later, it’s evident that the concept of 
a content-creation studio and a global traveling-events 
series has stuck with consumers. The Creators Project 
has now grown into a global network with more than 
150 artists, a daily blog, and an online community  
of millions. The 2011 events series attracted 560,000 
attendees, hosting festivals with art installations, 
films, panel discussions, and performances in six 
cities around the world. The official Youtube channel 
has 16,399,871 video views as of February 2013. 
The Creators Project is a great example of how an 
innovative media company, in partnership with a well-
funded technology partner, can start an entirely new 
brand that puts events at the core of the business. 

ABOVE: The Bold Italic regularly hosts “microhood” events showcasing San Francisco’s local highlights. Credit: Nicole Grant 
OPPOSITE: The Creators Project encourages creative use of technology. Credit: The Creators Project Media Center 

pop-up shopping experiences organized both independently 
and in partnership with local merchants, and are at the core 
of both the Bold Italic brand experience and the business 
model. Some events generate revenue through entrance 
fees, while others are free and supported by sponsorships. 
All events serve as vehicles for creating unique content for 
the website, which sells related merchandise—humorous 
note cards representing neighborhoods, T-shirts, tote bags, 
posters—created by lcoal artisans who have become part of 
the Bold Italic community. In 2012, The Bold Italic expanded 
beyond its San Francisco base with events in Los Angeles 
and Portland, Oregon. 

OPPORTUNITY  

Today’s media consumers are bombarded with 
virtual online experiences. What they lack—and 
desperately desire—are real-world events that 
bring people together for collective experiences. 
Media brands tend to think of events as a 
side-business or marketing requirement, but 
events can be a significant revenue-generating 
platform for building highly engaged audiences 
that will pay for content and attract advertisers. 

Creators Project series (SEE CASE) attracted more  
than 560,000 attendees in six countries in 2011, just  
one year after its debut. In 2010, Gannett Company, the 
largest US newspaper publisher, launched The Bold  
Italic (SEE CASE), an online magazine rooted in events  
in San Francisco. 

 All these live events capture our increasing need to 
shut ourselves off from our devices and really immerse 
ourselves in the moment. A survey on American Facebook 
users’ behavior conducted last December by the Pew 
Research Center revealed that 61 percent voluntarily take 
breaks from the site for as many as several weeks at a  
time and that 27 percent plan to spend less time on 
Facebook in 2013. Clearly, people are re-examining the 
value of so much time online. 

Next: Living
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Almost 900 million new Internet users have come online from emerging 
markets since 2008. But these new connected consumers aren’t just 

importing tech, they’re making their own solutions-driven products and 
exporting new fast-and-lean methods of product development. Meet  

the next generation of global digital media innovators.

TRICKLE-UP 
INNOVATION

Digital content consumption in India, worth an 
estimated US$4 billion today, will double to US$9.5 
billion by 2015.

884M 
New users that came online from 
developing countries between 2008 
and 2012

200M 
Number of people worldwide who 
will have their first digital experience 
in the next year

650M

99%

Total number of mobile 
phone users in Africa

Percentage of Kenyan Internet traffic 
that comes from mobile phones

CLOUD COMPUTING

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

MOBILE TECHNOLOGY

COLLABORATIVE TECH

SOCIAL MEDIA 

TELEPRESENCE TECH

Percentage of interviewed 
companies planning to increase 
expenditure by over 20% over  
the next five years.

BY THE NUMBERS
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In 2013 India has 137 million Internet users—only 
11% of the population. By 2016, an estimated 443 
million people will be online in India.

TECH ADOPTION IN EMERGING VS. DEVELOPED WORLD

Emerging

Developed

Sources: McKinsey Global Institute, The Economist, Mary Meeker/KPCB report, TechCrunch, Wired
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Case: Aakash Tablet 
The Aakash tablet, often called the “twenty dollar 
tablet”—is an Android device designed for the Indian 
government by UK-based manufacturer Datawind. 
The tablet was intended to jump-start an e-learning 
program that would link up India’s large and growing 
student population at colleges and universities. It was 
the cheapest tablet of its kind when it was released in 
2011 and was met with criticism due to poor battery 
life and limited functionality. Nonetheless, it spawned 
a wave of competing low-cost tablets (from Western 
and non-Western players alike) targeted at the lower, 
oft-ignored end of the digital consumer market. The 
Aakash 2, which was released in November 2012 and 
starts at US$74, has already seen over two million pre-
orders. The Indian government hopes that the tablet 
will boost communication and education among its 
rural citizens. A network of 15,000 teachers across the 
country is being trained in e-learning and encouraged 
to develop teaching content specific to the tablet. The 
Indian government soon hopes to dispense the tablet 
for free to students throughout India through subsidies. 
Meanwhile, Datawind is considering developing  
a version for the US and UK markets. 

India is the first country whose mobile Internet traffic has surpassed desktop Internet traffic. Credit: Shreyans Bhansali via Flickr

The Brave New Wireless World
DIGITAL GROWTH IN emerging markets is booming. According  
to tech analyst Mary Meeker’s annual report, a total of  
884 million new users came online from developing 
countries between 2008 and 2012, and an additional 200 
million people are set to have their first digital experience 
in the next year. This new digital billion includes people 
of sub-Saharan Africa, India, China, and Latin America, 
all with unique consumer needs that multinational 
companies are clamoring to understand and satisfy. But 
this audience isn’t just importing tech; they’re using  
their own homegrown ingenuity to build low-cost, 
solutions-driven products that leapfrog older technologies 
and inspire innovators worldwide.

Over the next few years, close to half of the global GDP  
will come from emerging market cities, according to a 
2012 report by the McKinsey Global Institute. These  
cities are already some of the most populous digital cities 
in the world—Facebook’s top ten user bases include 
Mumbai, Jakarta, and Mexico City (but not New York,  

Paris, or Tokyo). Across the globe, new consumers are 
breaking into the middle class and going online. With only 
11 percent Internet penetration, India already has 137 
million Internet users, many of whom access the web 
exclusively through mobile devices. By 2016, an estimated 
443 million people will be online in India—nearly 400 
percent growth in three years—with 392 million of them 
mobile users, according to digital market-research  
firm eMarketer. 

Africa has over 650 million mobile phone users. And there 
are more people online in Nigeria alone than in Canada, 
Sweden, and Venezuela combined. Kenya, perhaps 
Africa’s most sophisticated digital nation, boasts 18 million 
Internet users, with 99 percent of internet traffic coming 
from mobile phones, according to The Economist. 

Latin America boasts the fastest-growing Internet 
population in the world, with large online populations in 
Brazil (79 million), Argentina (28 million), and Mexico  
(42 million), with a very young average-user base  
(most are between 15 and 24 years old). Latin Americans 
are also avid users of social media, with countries in  
the region claiming five of the top ten rankings in social-
network usage worldwide. 

DIY Tech
These emerging digital markets offer significant new 
pools of consumers for global technology companies, 
but developing countries are not just buying the latest 
products; they’re also creating them. The opportunity 

These emerging digital markets offer 
significant new pools of consumers 
for global technology companies, 
but developing countries are not just 
buying the latest products; they’re 
also creating them.

to leapfrog the wired-up infrastructure status quo of the 
West and embrace a mobile-first future has innovators in 
the developing world questioning accepted standards  
and making design choices suitable to their environments. 

In India, the development of the US$35 Aakash tablet   
(SEE CASE) began as a national initiative aimed at 
encouraging digital education for poor and rural young 
people who had no immediate access to schools. In  
a country where 61% of consumers use mobile devices for 
studying and work, this low-cost tablet is enabling  
a new segment of the population to educate themselves 
on their own terms. Low literacy rates among India’s 
poorer populations encouraged the development and 
adoption of voice-activated websites and services 
long before Apple introduced Siri. As the price of both 
smartphones and service plans decrease—according  
to the Internet & Mobile Association of India, web-enabled 
phones can be purchased for as little as US$64, with 
mobile subscription plans available for US$1 a month—
more mobile-first digital products and services are sure  
to follow.

In sub-Saharan Africa, many consumers experience 
the Internet for the first time in black and white on low-
cost phones. Simple mobile devices and other resource 
constraints have led to the development of many unique 
digital services in African countries. M-Pesa, the global 
leader in mobile money, is a Kenyan SMS-based payment 
service with over 15 million subscribers and an API 
enabling several African startups. Nigerian  

Top 10 Countries by Predicted GDP Growth 2010-2050 
(Source: The Wealth Report by Knight Frank  
and Citi Private Bank) 
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CASE STUDY

iROKOtv is a subscription streaming service offering on-demand Nollywood video across Africa. Credit: iROKOtv

OPPORTUNITY  

As media companies begin to connect with  
huge new waves of digital consumers from 
emerging markets, they will have the greatest 
success if they adapt their offering to the  
specific needs of the populations they hope 
to serve rather than simply replicating what’s 
worked in the West. This means abandoning 
assumptions of what digital media users  
want and embracing entirely new formulas  
for product development. Meanwhile, media 
brands should be closely studying how  
resource-strapped innovators in developing 
nations create and distribute new technologies—
there’s a lot to learn from their highly efficient 
and solutions-focused approach. 

Facebook competitor 2go went from launch to  
profitability (and nine million users) in just four years by 
focusing on the two-inch feature-phone screens many  
of its users depend on. “It’s much, much harder to develop 
for feature phones than for smartphones,” says Peter 
Lockhart, of Ventures Africa, developer of 2go. “We’ve 
thought through every menu item; every pixel is there 
because it serves a purpose.”

In May of 2010, taking note of these local feature-phone 
innovators, Facebook launched 0.facebook.com, an  
SMS version of Facebook accessible on feature phones 
without a data plan. The fast and free service helped 
Facebook catapult to 50 million users on the continent  
by October 2012. 

In 2010, Kenya exported US$360 million worth of 
technology-related services, up from US$16 million in 
2002. JBB Research estimates that the Kenyan mobile-
entertainment market will be worth US$165 million in 
2013. With innovators like mobile-gaming startup  
Planet Rackus or iROKOtv, the continent’s answer to 
Netflix  (SEE CASE), much of it is likely to come from 
Africans themselves.

A New Innovation Style
Multinational companies like Facebook are now 
increasingly looking to emerging markets as innovation 
centers instead of manufacturing centers, import 
opportunities instead of export opportunities, and muses 
instead of copycats. From big companies like Pepsi-
Cola, Renault-Nissan, Phillips, and Microsoft to startup 
incubators like San Francisco–based Rivet and 500 
Startups, Western businesses are racing to adopt the 
developing world’s lean-and-mean innovation techniques. 
“Just investing more in R&D or changing your processes 
won’t make you more innovative,” says Simone Ahuja,  

JARGON WATCH 

Leapfrogging
 Based on economist Joseph 
Schumpeter’s notion of ‘creative 
destruction,’ leapfrogging refers to 
the ability of developing economies 
to leap over the learning curve of 
Western nations and adopt the latest 
technologies. Mobile-first populations 
such as India, for example, are 
 quickly “leapfrogging” desktop 
Internet usage, accessing the web 
for the first time straight from their 
mobile phones. 

Jugaad Innovation
 A Hindi word originally used to 
describe the makeshift automobiles 
sometimes seen in slums, jugaad 
has come to signify an innovation 
method that is rooted in frugality, 
flexibility, and improvisation. Jugaad 
entrepreneurs make use of the 
resources they have to create products 
that solve problems in clever ways.

co-author of the 2011 book Jugaad Innovation, which 
details how resource constraint and technological savvy 
combine to create a unique environment for creative 
development in countries like India. “You really need to 
shed your traditional mindset and embrace a whole new 
mindset that’s frugal and flexible.”

Jugaad is a Hindi word that Indian people apply to clever 
ways of solving challenges with minimal resources. It’s 
part of a do-it-yourself spirit of ingenuity and inventiveness 
deeply ingrained in Indian culture—and it’s catching on  
in the international business world. “We find that 

jugaad-minded entrepreneurs turn adversity— such as 
widespread scarcity of natural and financial resources in 
India—into an opportunity to innovate and create more 
valuable products and services at less cost for more 
people,” wrote Jugaad Innovation co-author Navi Radjou 
in a 2011 Harvard Business Review blog post. Indeed, 
jugaad principles have spurred Indian product innovations  
like the Tata Nano, a city car that sells for around US$2,000, 
the MAC 400, a US$1,500 ECG machine, and a portable 
ultrasound machine.

Next: Conceived Digital, Born Physical

Feature Phones
 Colloquially referred to as “dumb 
phones,” feature phones lack 
the more advanced attributes of 
smartphones but remain by far  
the most common type of mobile 
phone in the world. While more 
advanced feature phones have apps 
and can connect to the Internet, 
most lack advanced programming 
interfaces (APIs), which allow for 
integrated and high-functioning third-
party applications.

Case: iROKOtv 
Nigeria is home to the world’s third-largest film 
industry. Nollywood, as it’s been dubbed, produces 
some 30 to 40 films per week on budgets ranging  
from US$40,000 to US$210,000. Film production is now 
Nigeria’s second-largest industry, generating  
over US$590 million per year. iROKOtv launched in 
2011 as a subscription service offering streaming 
on-demand Nollywood video across Africa. It garnered 
500,000 users across 178 countries in its first six 
months. The company generates revenue primarily 
through advertising, but its premium service,  
iROKOtv Plus, offers new Nollywood films for US$5 
per month. With offices in Lagos, London, and New 
York, iROKOtv’s founders aim not only to meet the high 
demand for African content in Africa but to raise the 
profile of the Nigerian film industry worldwide. In fact, 
a majority of their revenues come from users outside 
of Africa. Their NollywoodLove channel on YouTube has 
brought in more than US$1 million in revenue, mostly 
from advertising. In 2012, iROKOtv raised US$2 million 
from Swedish VC group Kinnevik to take the service to 
pay-TV partners in the US and Europe. 
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US$100
Annual subscription 

 to Quarterly.co

US$240
Annual subscription 

 to The Thing Quarterly

US$10
Average annual 

magazine 
subscription 

 in the US

WHERE PROFIT LIESCOMMUNICATION

INVESTING IN THE PHYSICAL

PRO TOOLS

DIGITAL-TO-PHYSICAL PRODUCT PRICING

US$10M

US$5.5M

US$1.25M

Investment in Makerbot

Investment in Wantful

Investment in Quarterly.co

BY THE NUMBERS

People have grown accustomed to using digital tools to create stories, 
images and objects online, and now they’re starting to use those digital 

tools to make and share objects in the physical world as well. A new class 
of services provide innovative ways for consumers to create, customize, 

and receive highly personal items using cutting-edge technologies.

CONCEIVED DIGITAL, 
BORN PHYSICAL

Sources: Businessweek, Deloitte, NYTimes.com, Strategyr.com, The Economist

US$1.7B
Power tools market 

in 2012

US$3.7B
3D printer market 

in 2015

12 photos on 
Copygram US$12

48 Mini Squares on 
Printstagram US$12

24 Squares on 
Printsagram US$12

3 Tinybooks on 
Printstagram US$10

4x4 alder wood photo 
frame on PostalPix US$9.99

10”x10” print on 
StaticPixels US$20

50 BILLION
Decline in pieces of mail sent globally since 2010

7% PER YEAR 
Annual growth in email usage worldwide
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Case: Copygram
Swedish company Copygram was founded in 2011 
with the initial intent of enabling Instagram users to 
download all their photos in a single .zip file as well  
as copy and download images from other users’  
feeds. In 2012, they changed focus with the introduction 
of a service that prints Instagram images on high- 
quality photo paper. The printed cards cost US$12  
a dozen and are designed to be used as wall 
decorations, greeting cards, or coffee-table décor.  
Their concept has been copied by newer companies 
such as Static Pixels, Printstagram, CanvasPop,  
and Postal Pix. 

A silver wring printed with a custom message in braille, designed by Virtox and sold on Shapeways. Credit: Shapeways

Back to the Future
IN ALMOST EVERY area of modern life, physical items are 
being supplanted by digital alternatives. Global mail 
volume has declined by 50 billion pieces since 2010, 
thanks to the mass transition from letters to email.  
In 2012, 132-year-old film company Eastman Kodak filed 
for bankruptcy, while Instagram users uploaded 3,600  
new photos every minute. Growth of print media has 
stagnated worldwide, while Amazon’s sales of e-books 
grew 70 percent in 2012.  But even as we phase out 
some parts of pre-digital life in favor of more efficient 
alternatives, meaningful objects—especially those that  
are handmade, bespoke or specially curated—have  
gained cache and are in higher demand than ever. To fulfill 
that demand, entrepreneurs are launching innovative  
new businesses that use online interfaces and digital tools 
to help consumers create and buy meaningful,  
customized objects. 

Examples include apps that turn Instagram photos  
into beautiful postcards and wall hangings, and 3D-printing 
services that let people manufacture nearly anything  
they can imagine. In other cases, new subscription 
services allow people to connect with noteworthy people 
and receive surprise, curated packages. These companies 
are all part of the trend we call “conceived digital, born 
physical” (let’s call it CDBP for short), involving products 
that begin as digital artifacts or experiences but end up 
 in consumers’ hands as physical objects.

Have It Your Way
The rise of e-commerce has made shopping for all kinds 
of goods infinitely easier. But having zero contact with the 
makers or sellers of the things we’re buying means we 
now have less of a connection with the items themselves. 
In contrast, CDBP products offer consumers a connection 
to the people who created them. 

Quarterly.co (SEE CASE) is a US-based service that lets 
you subscribe to receive physical objects from interesting 
people. It’s a bit like subscribing to a magazine, except 
instead of articles and photos put together by a creative 
team, you get a package in the mail curated by a 
noteworthy individual. Subscribers choose someone from 
the Quarterly.co list of contributors—recent options have 

included best-selling author Tim Ferriss and the founders 
of CoolHunting.com—and, for about US$25 per delivery, 
receive a shipment every three months. The goods  
inside can be anything from a set of small kitchen tools 
to organic skin-care products to a toolkit for exploration 
featuring an instant camera. The items literally have  
the fingerprints of the contributor all over them. “Quarterly 
wants to recapture the romance and impact of a well-
crafted package but tie it into existing online communities 
in an organic way,” explains founder Zach Frechette, 
former editor of Good magazine. 

Another service called The Thing takes a similar approach, 
with subscribers paying US$240 annually for four items 
over the year from four pre-determined creators. Each 
“issue” involves a beautiful, hand-selected object. In one 
mailing last year, Dave Eggers printed a monologue on  
a shower curtain. In 2012, actor James Franco wrote on  
a mirror with lipstick. 

CDBP products are also making media more personal with 
new digital-photography printing services. Mobile apps 
like Instagram and Hipstamatic enable smartphone users 
to turn everyday snapshots into high-quality images and 
share them with their social networks. Now, new services 
are launching to help users turn those same fleeting  

digital works into printed photos. Examples include the 
Swedish startup Copygram, which lets users order high-
quality prints of their Instagram photos; Postagram, which 
mails Instagram shots to loved ones on physical postcards; 
and Sincerely Ink, which turns your smartphone images 
into physical holiday greeting cards.

Printing Gets Personal
3-D printing, which uses digital rendering to generate  
a physical, “printed” object, might be the epitome  
of “conceived digital, born physical.” But until recently, 
the relatively new technology has been reserved for the 
deep-pocketed and tech-savvy. That’s quickly changing, 
however, thanks to simpler, lower-cost 3-D printing 
services for the masses like Makerbot and Shapeways.

In November 2012, Makerbot (SEE CASE) opened its first 
retail store, in New York City’s Soho neighborhood. In 
addition to selling its 3-D printers and 3-D-printed items like 
jewelry and toys, they offer a 3-D photo booth. For as little 
as US$20, visitors to the store can have their photo taken 
and then print a unique, figurine-like replica of themselves 
in a few minutes.

At the other end of the 3-D-printing spectrum, Shapeways 
is a cloud-based service that allows anyone to upload 
designs so consumers can purchase “prints.” It’s a formula 
that allows independent designers and small companies to 
sell highly specialized objects that would be too costly to 
produce using traditional manufacturing, which  
demands large orders. Teenage Engineering,  

As more items are converted from 
things we can hold to pixels we click 
or tap, humans retain a powerful 
connection with physical objects, 
especially those that possess unique 
and personalized qualities. 
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Case: BERG Little 
Printer
Social feeds and digital media are usually trapped 
inside our screens, but they are given brand new 
physical form with the BERG Little Printer. Consisting 
of a tiny thermal printer (no ink necessary), an  
Internet connection, and a cloud service that developers 
can build on, this clever device creates a beautiful,  
tiny newspaper every day. Want to get a daily digest of 
your friends’ birthdays from Facebook without  
having to stare at your mobile phone over breakfast? 
Or get a quick Sudoku puzzle to keep your brain active? 
The device can let you wake up to a pre-printed version 
of your daily to-do list and the weather. But more 
importantly, the BERG Little Printer reframes the way 
we think about digital media by slowing it down (see 
trend Information Vegetables for another take on slow 
media), and giving us a way to consume it away from 
our devices. Currently the only business model  
in the hardware/software experience is the printer 
purchase (£169.00), but one could imagine using  
the device to deliver paid daily subscriptions directly 
into people’s homes.

Case: Quarterly.co
Founded in 2011 by former Good magazine editor in 
chief Zach Frechette, Quarterly.co sells subscriptions  
to regular delivery of unique items selected by 
noteworthy people. The idea is simple: we love getting 
real things in the mail, especially from individuals 
we admire. Subscribers select who they want to 
create their package from a list of influential authors, 
designers, academics, technologists, and business 
innovators, and every few months they receive an 
unpredictable shipment of goods. (In 2012, Quarterly 
.co contributor Mark Frauenfelder, editor of the  
blog Boing Boing, packed one box with little gadgets 
that do something surprising, like a Yoda Pez  
dispenser, chattering robot teeth, and Mexican jumping 
beans.) Quarterly.co purchases all the products at 
wholesale, compensates contributors for their time, 
and sells the results to subscribers for a markup. 
The company also looks to spur viral conversations 
about each delivery by assigning them a unique 
hashtag (Frauenfelder’s first package was #MLF01). 
Subscribers have responded with Instagram photos 
and Vine videos of themselves opening Quarterly.co 
deliveries. Quarterly.co was started with a US$1.25 
million investment and is run by only four people.

ABOVE: BERG Little Printer turns social media messages into tiny paper notes. Credit: BERG London  
OPPOSITE: A mystery package from Quarterly.co is full of surprises. Credit: Jackie Danicki via Flickr 

a Swedish musical-instrument company, recently posted 
all their replacement parts (think knobs and levers for 
piano keyboards) on Shapeways. No inventory necessary.

Gift Giving Gets Real
Remember throwing cupcakes at Facebook friends? 
Although the market for virtual goods continues to expand, 
there’s parallel growth in the use of digital services to order 
personalized physical products. On Wantful (SEE CASE),  
gift shoppers can curate a list of artisanal objects and have 
it printed in a stylish bound book that’s delivered  
to a friend or family member so they can pick the one 
thing they want most.   

In 2012, Facebook acquired a gift-focused e-commerce 
startup called Karma and integrated it into their social 
platform as Facebook Gifts. The software scans 
 your newsfeed for friends’ personal events like birthdays, 
graduations, and births, then invites you to send gifts  
that match their profile and the occasion. Gift recipients 
can select specific styles and other options as well as 
designate their shipping address.   

Swedish company Wrapp, founded in early 2011, blurs  
the lines between digital and physical gifts. Users can send 
their friends either discount cards to an online or retail 
shop, at no cost, or add funds to the card so it can be used 
to purchase an entire item. Since most card recipients end 
up spending much more than the value of the discounts, 

OPPORTUNITY  

In the digital era, many of the objects we used 
to cherish have been replaced by ephemeral 
images on screens, leaving modern consumers 
wanting for products that feel real and personal. 
A new wave of businesses demonstrates that 
modern digital tools can be used to fill this 
need by reconnecting consumers with creators 
to deliver meaningful physical items. This 
process must begin with digital experiences 
that leverage discovery and engagement (social 
media, online content, e-commerce) and 
then effectively convert them into authentic 
keepsakes. 

merchants are happy to participate. Wrapp users now  
send one million cards per week, redeemable at popular 
stores like H&M, Fab.com, and Gap. 

Next: Ambient Media
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In an era of information abundance, media consumers want stories about the 
world delivered in glanceable and ambient ways. Developers are responding to 
this demand with new products that allow us to effortlessly get the information 

we want most. At the same time, cities are constructing connected surfaces 
that collect data about our communities and communicate with our personal 

devices. Suddenly, media and stories are literally everywhere. 

AMBIENT MEDIA

US$1.3M

3 millimeter 100 cities

US$600M100

US$7M 
Funding raised on Kickstarter 
for the LIFX ambient media 
lightbulb

The size of the silicon circuitry 
embedded in the MC10 skin sensor 

Number of cities in IBM’s global  
Smart City Challenge 

Amount China plans to spend on  
the Internet of Things by 2020

Apple engineers reportedly 
working on the “iWatch”

Funding raised on Kickstarter 
for the Pebble E-Paper Watch

CROWDFUNDING AMBIENT MEDIA

INTERNET OF THINGS

BY THE NUMBERS

Sources: GigaOm Pro, Kickstarter, Ericsson, IBM, ABI Research
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LIFX represents a new generation of smart-home devices that will enable ambient media experiences. Credit: LIFX

Objects Talking Softly
THROUGHOUT HISTORY, HUMANS have developed ways 
to communicate important information quickly and 
unobtrusively. Simple tools like clocks and street signs 
tell us exactly what we need to know without making 
us work for it. The Digital Age has only increased our 
desire for glanceable information. Our daily lives have us 
interacting with countless devices that deliver data, from 
smartphones, laptops, and tablets to digital photo frames, 
thermostats, cars, and home security systems. And more 
and more of these items—about half a billion in 2012—
are sending and receiving information online. Ericsson 
predicts that by 2020, the number of connected objects will 
soar to 50 billion, making it all the more crucial that they 
gather and convey data passively rather than clamoring for 
our attention. 

In the context of today’s always-on digital culture, ambient 
media—media that communicates information seamlessly, 
at a glance, without interrupting our activities—has 
become something of a holy grail among digital product 
designers, who are vying to dream up ever more elegant 
ways of collecting and displaying information. And  
there’s already evidence that media is becoming more 
ambient. A 2012 Forrester study revealed the surprising  
fact that consumers’ perception of the amount of  
digital media they consume is declining, even as the 
amount of bandwidth being used, and data being 
generated globally, grows exponentially. From 2011 to 2012, 
consumers reported spending 2.3 fewer hours online than 
in the previous year—a misperception likely due to the 
relative ease of today’s connected interactions compared 
to the recent past. According to thought leaders like 
industrial designer Yves Behar, we’re headed for a future in 

which technology “will be available when we need it  
and invisible when we don’t.” At the 2012 GigaOm 
Roadmap conference, Behar said that wearable devices 
like his Jawbone Up, a wristband that tracks your  
activity, “should be nearly invisible to the wearer, bringing 
only needed functionality.” 

The past year saw a wearable-device explosion, especially 
when it came to wristbands, with new products from  
Nike, Lark, BodyMedia, Basis, FitBit, and others. All  
are designed to help users get moving by setting goals and 
checking progress with momentary glances at their  
wrists throughout the day. Another wearable device, the  
Memoto, which launched in Sweden in early 2013, 
promises users the possibility of “a searchable and 
sharable photographic memory.” A tiny, GPS-enabled 
clip-on camera, it automatically takes photos as you go. 
The Memoto has no controls or buttons: you simply charge 
it every two days, and your photos are automatically 
uploaded to Memoto’s cloud service and organized by 
date and location. 

Perhaps the most “invisible” wearable product of  
2013 might be MC10’s line of ultra-thin, stick-on body 
sensors, which can monitor your hydration, UV  
exposure, temperature, and other body functions. The 
patches, which look and feel like small temporary  
tattoos, adhere to the user’s skin and transmit  
information to secondary devices like smartphones. 

Some of the most impressive new connected devices  
use smart software—sensors and artificial intelligence that 
adapt output to user needs—and glanceable displays.  
For instance, the Nest connected thermostat displays your 
home’s temperature on a large screen that can be  
read across the room and adjusted remotely. Over time it 
learns from your behavior and begins to automatically turn 
itself up or down according to your family’s preferences. 

Some ambient media inventions dip into the realm of art. 
Take MooresCloud (SEE CASE), a beautiful, Wi-Fi-enabled 
lightbox that can be used to program home lighting or 
sync with alerts about weather, the stock market, security 
systems, or any data you choose to monitor. TempeScope, 
a project by Japanese artist Ken Kawamoto, uses real-
world weather data to control conditions inside a clear 
plastic box that can display clouds, rain, and even lightning. 

But the ambient-media device that’s made the biggest 
splash so far is Google Glass (SEE CASE), the augmented-
reality eyeglasses from Google that put all the functionality 
of a smartphone into a heads-up display. Tech experts  
are betting it’s the start of a wave of wearable computers. 
At the time of this Media Map publication, Apple  
was rumored to have a staff of 100 people working on 
a connected wrist gadget reporters have dubbed the 
“iWatch.” The success of the Pebble E-Paper Watch, which 
syncs with iPhones and Andoid smartphones and raised 
over US$3 million on Kickstarter in 2011, suggest there’s a 

Case: LIFX
The lightbulb is one of the most significant inventions  
in modern history, but it hasn’t evolved all that much 
since its introduction in the 19th century. That changed 
in 2012 when Australian-American serial inventor  
Phil Bosua decided to develope a prototype and then  
ask for US$100,000 on Kickstarter. The project 
smashed its goal in 24 hours and raised US$270,000, 
with 58 days left. The funding closed in November  
2012 at US$1.3 million. So what was it that got people 
so excited? The promise of a LED smart bulb that  
will last 25 years, consume 90 percent less energy, and 
let you remotely change color and brightness with an 
iPhone or Android app. LIFX plugs right into the  
existing infrastructure of your home; installation is as 
easy as replacing a broken lightbulb. The LIFX  
lightbulb represents a new generation of ambient 
smart-home devices that will enable new kinds of 
digital media experiences.  A software-development kit 
(SDK) is being developed that will be open to mobile  
app developers. Since the project received funding,  
the team has moved from prototype to final product, 
with the first batch set to be shipped in May 2013. 

strong consumer demand for devices that allow for more 
discreet connectivity. “It replaces the compulsive need to 
turn on your phone and check who’s been calling you,” 
Vinita Jakhanwal, director of mobile and emerging displays 
at market-research firm IHS iSupply, told Forbes last March.

Not that smartphones are going away anytime soon. 
According to Strategy Analytics, one billion were in use 
by the third quarter of 2012, and that number may double 
by 2015. But phone makers are inching toward a more 
glanceable design as well. For example, Windows’ new 
Live Tiles feature displays the latest content in home-
screen tiles.

Urban Ambient Media
For decades, cities have been bursting at the seams with 
media displays—think Times Square in New York or 
Tokyo’s Shibuya Crossing—but the next generation of civic 
media will harness connected surfaces that are far less 
intrusive. According to leaders at IBM Smart Planet, Cisco, 
and Ericsson Consumer Lab, buildings, parks, and objects 
will all soon be linked to the Internet. While some of these 
smart-city initiatives are huge infrastructure projects that 
will take years to fully actualize, a handful of cutting-edge 
cities are already taking steps toward a connected future.

Much of the initial progress has comes through open-
data initiatives, which allow digital developers access to 
aggregated information about a city through  
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Google Glass is probably the most buzz-worthy ambient media device of the year. Credit: Google

OPPORTUNITY  

Today’s media users are seeking glanceable, 
nonintrusive stories and information when 
and where they make the most sense in their 
lives. They don’t want to have to turn on a 
device to get what they need; they want the 
device to know what they’re after and deliver 
it instantly. As digital developers begin to 
unveil devices that do just that, and cities 
start capturing data about communities with 
new connected surfaces, media companies 
have a chance to engage users with entirely 
new types of stories—but only if they adapt  
to the evolving world of ambient media. 

real-time sensor data and community reporting.  
For instance, the city of Boston developed an app called  
Streetbump that identifies bumps in roads using a 
smartphone’s accelerometer and GPS. The app then 
automatically reports the GPS data to the city’s  
maintenance office. In 2009, MIT SENSEable City Lab ran  
a much talked-about project in Denmark’s capital called 
the Copenhagen Wheel. The team created an add-on  
device for rear bicycle wheels that captured energy when 
cyclists braked, then allowed them to use it when they 
needed a boost. The device also captured both your effort 
level and information about the surroundings, including 
road conditions, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, noise, 
ambient temperature, and relative humidity. Cyclists  
could track all their data via a smartphone app and opt 
to send it anonymously to the city, contributing to a more 
fine-grained understanding of Copenhagen.   

There are changes taking place in the built environment, 
too, some blurring the lines between the digital and the 
physical. In December 2011, Madrid became the first city 
to offer citizens and tourists smart pavement, in its Puerta 
del Sol square. The iPavement (yes, that really is its name) 
uses a paving stone imbedded with processing chips 
that offer free Internet access and a suite of cloud-based 
smartphone apps that, as reported last April by Wired UK, 
includes “a digital street library of locally written works, 
a map pointing out nearby restaurants and attractions, a 
neighborhood daily-deals newsletter, and a real-time  
alert system about disrupted public services nearby. As 
Mario Piattini, the scientific advisor to Via Inteligente,  

Case: Google Glass
Google Glass is a wearable augmented-reality 
computer with a head-mounted display—similar to 
eyeglasses—that is being developed by Google X Lab, 
which has also worked on driverless cars. In March 
2013, Google Glass demoed apps for the new platform: 
short bursts of useful information in your peripheral 
vision from The New York Times, important e-mails 
pushed from Gmail, images shared via Evernote, and 
social updates from Path. If you use the “look up” head 
gesture, Glass can show off more detailed information 
as photos and headlines—and can read the text of a 
story to you as well. When Google Glass’s Mirror API 
is released, later this year, developers from around 
the world will be able to build their own applications. 
Google Glass has so far been available for US$1,500 to 
a select group of developers only, but it’s expected to 
go on sale by the end of the year. The expectations for 
wearable devices have risen considerably as a result of 
the launch of Project Glass. Shipments of augmented-
reality glasses are expected to be around nine million 
units in 2016 as various other firms release their own 
versions, some of which are already in development.

Concept illustration for the BIG Ski-Slope Waste Incinerator. Credit: Bjarke Ingels Group

the company that created iPavement, explained to Wired 
UK, “we want to convert analogue cities into digital spaces.”

Information is now everywhere—in our personal products, 
our living spaces, and our urban environments. It can all be 
quite overwhelming. The great promise of ambient media 
is a shift to more thoughtful communication systems that 
integrate information into our lives when we want it—and 
leave us alone when we don’t. 

Case: BIG Ski-Slope 
Waste Incinerator
In January 2011, Danish architects Bjarke Ingels Group 
(BIG) unveiled the concept for their latest hedonistic 
sustainability-building project: Amagerforbraending, 
an incinerator on the outskirts of Copenhagen that 
converts waste into heating and electricity for some 
150,000 households while ambiently communicating 
the environmental cost of even high-efficiency 
energy. It also doubles as a ski slope. Instead of 
emitting a steady stream of smoke like typical plants, 
Amagerforbraending would send out a giant smoke  
ring for each quarter-ton of carbon released, 
dramatically communicating a simple fact: that even 
the best solutions to waste and energy management 
have an impact on the planet. Skiers would get both 
exercise and education, since the elevator to the top 
ascends along the smoke stack, allowing them to view 
the inner workings of the plant. Time named the design 
one of their 50 best inventions of 2011. Unfortunately, 
funding has been put on hold due to environmental 
concerns (oh, the irony), but it’s still an illustrative 
example of how civic structures can be reconceived to 
literally express their own stories in an ambient way. 
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“We are entering an era where media will be everywhere, 
and we will use all kinds of media in relation to one another.  

Media convergence encourages transmedia storytelling, 

the development of content across multiple channels. As  

producers more fully exploit organic convergence, storytellers will 

use each channel to communicate different kinds and levels of 

narrative information, using each medium to do what it does best.

The multiple forms of media convergence are leading us toward a 

digital renaissance—a period of transition and transformation 

that will affect all aspects of our lives.”

— Henry Jenkins, Ph.D.,  “Convergence? I Diverge.”  
MIT Technology Review
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